Partition Assistant – Professional and
Free Partition Manager Software
NEW YORK CITY, N.Y., July 14 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Partition Assistant from
Aomei Technology is a professional and comprehensive disk management solution
that provides repartition; resize partition operation on hard drives with
keeping the ease and safety of your data. When using the Windows operating
system, you may receive a warning that you are running out of disk space on
the drive. In this case, it has to delete the unwanted file to get more disk
space in order to ensure the normal run of Windows. However, the better way
is using partition software to solve the problem permanently.
As a free partition manager, Partition Assistant Home Edition has ability to
accomplish the resizing operation. This freeware can work wonderfully on
Windows 32 bit operating systems including Windows 7, Vista, 2000 and XP. It
allows you to redistribute disk space on the basis of ensuring data security
and also perform advanced partitioning operation on your hard drive.
Below are the main features:
* Resize and Move partition to optimize disk space usage.
* Extend NTFS partition without work interruption.
* Extend Partition Wizard help you increase the capacity of selected
partition.
* Merge two or more partitions into a larger one.
* Split one partition into two or more.
* Quickly Create, Delete and Format partition.
* Convert file system from FAT, FAT32 to NTFS.
* Wipe sensitive data permanently to anti-recovery.
* Repartition by dragging and dropping mouse on the disk panel.
* Pre-execution, preview all operation tasks before apply to the physical
disk.
* Support hard disks up to 32 disks and the volume from 100MB to 2TB.
* The free home edition only supports 32 bit Windows systems.
Partition Assistant Home Edition is only designated for personal users. If
you are a Windows server user or you want to use it in the business operating
system with 64 bit, you should purchase the Professional Edition or Server
Edition, and all your partition problems will soon be solved by this “magic”
partition software; and it includes free technical support.
You can download the free partition manager software from the following link:
extend-partition.com/free-partition-manager.html.
For 64 bit personal user or business PC owner, it costs only US$29 to buy the
Partition Assistant Professional Edition from website: extendpartition.com/partition-manager-pro-edition.html.
For Windows Server users, Partition Assistant Server Edition is a right
choice. This is cost-effective and reliable server partition software that

provides better data protection for Server 2003, 2000 and 2008. The cost is
US$109. For more information: extend-partition.com/partition-manager-serveredition.html.
About Aomei Technology Co., Limited:
This company devoted to computer hardware research and IT services. Aomei
Technology focuses on disk partition manager software development and it is a
worldwide provider in this industry now. This enterprise has powerful talent
pool to turn the advanced technologies into simple software and bring
unlimited value to clients as well as provide high quality products to meet
the clients’ need. For more information, visit: www.extend-partition.com.
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